
Grove Road Surgery PPG
Minutes 2nd March 2020

1. Attendees: David Bell (DB) (Chair), Sam Bridgewater (SB),  Mark Adams 
(MA),  Ally Burnham (AB),  Diana Cheetham (DC), Val Thornton (VT)

Apologies:  Mary Leahy (ML) (Secretary),  Ann Clarke (AC)

Absent: Nicky Walker (NW), Jane Baumber (JB)

2. Minutes of meeting 13th January 2019: Accepted in advance of meeting 
and published.

3. Matters arising: Unfortunately the PPG Chair has been unwell and it was 
agreed that issues from the January meeting would be carried forwards. 

3.1 Revised appointment system survey carried forward – Action: 
DB to circulate comment re on line booking arrangements.

3.2  Missed appointments – Action: SB to circulate missed 
appointment data. Circulated following the meeting and now 
complete.

3.3/3.5 Emergency appointments and Newsletter - Action: DB to 
review other agencies information and report back.

3.4 Maintenance of the noticeboards - SB confirmed that AC had 
been checking the notice boards. SB suggested the large notice board 
located in the first floor waiting room could be used to publish local 
events and issues. VE Day celebrations, Walk for Health and St 
Wilfred’s Hospice events were used as examples of the type of 
information that could be included on the notice board. Action – PPG 
members to leave any suitable leaflets in reception. 

3.6 PPG membership – Action DB to contact PPG expressions of 
interest and invite candidates to a PPG meeting.

4. PPG EHS Forum – DB, as Chair of the EHS Forum, confirmed that he 
would be updating the PPG of any items of interest. DB also confirmed that he 
would circulate the dates of the Forum meetings so that PPG members could 
attend. Action: DB to circulate dates of PPG EHS Forum meetings and PPG
members to let DB know of dates they could attend.



5. Practice Manager's update:

5.1 SB gave an update of the on line booking system and a couple of 
issues had been noted. Reminders are being sent when an on line 
booking is cancelled; this was discussed and there was some doubt 
about whether manual intervention could be made to check this. 
Doctors have given feedback that some on line appointments are being
used for multiple issues. It was agreed that a reminder of the length of 
time doctors are allocated, per appointment, was 10 minutes and if a 
patient needed more time an additional appointment should be 
booked. Delays in answering the Enquiry Line were discussed but 
there is only one person staffing this line so, on occasion, delays may 
occur. SB will look into any feedback received. 

5.2 A bookshelf has been installed in the waiting room and any money
received from books purchased by patients will be re-invested into 
equipment for patient care.

5.3 Lighting has been installed in the prescription area to brighten it 
up. The prescription box is emptied at 07:00 daily. VT mentioned that 
she thought the box looked too full when she visited the practice 
recently. However AB and SB reported that there had been no issues 
with the box overflowing but will continue to monitor.

5.4 A new process to manage patient samples has been introduced. 
The onus is on the patient to ensure their sample is labelled correctly. 
The box is emptied at 11:30 daily and a notice outlining the new 
process will be installed shortly.

5.5 Staff Changes – Dr Bandara will be moving on in August 2020 
and may have to be replaced by a Nurse Practitioner or Paramedic; 
this is still to be decided.  Kim Field will be reducing her hours and 
the practice is in the process of recruiting a replacement. The status of 
the surgery patient list is “suspended” for new additions whilst there 
are GP vacancies.  

5.6  The surgery staff and PPG felt that Digital Champions should be 
Practice staff as they were more likely to be on duty when a patient 
needed assistance. A funding bid would be submitted and more 
research / feedback sought. Action - DB agreed to explore further 
with the CCG and the PPG Forum and to report back.      



6. Any other business:  

6.1 The PPG Constitution should be reviewed by all members of the 
PPG and feedback given to DB. It was anticipated that there would 
not need to be any major changes. Action: All

6.2 Next meeting: Monday 11th May – TO BE CONFIRMED


